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Welcome to the March 2014 Newsletter 

At last the sun is shining.  I expect you have all done lots of painting during the bad weather this 

winter.  I always like to see what you have done in your sketchbooks. Bring them to classes or email 

them to me pictures of your paintings.  info@pennywilton.co.uk 

 

This last weekend the sun was at its best and I decided to phone a few painting friends to see if they 

would like to go out for lunch then go sketching – no tuition just go and enjoy the time together. We 

went to the King’s Arms at Stoborough for lunch which was excellent.  We then decided to go 

sketching at Arne - peace and quiet and the birds singing in the sunshine.  I think this could be a 

good thing to do sometimes.  I will call it Singles on Sundays and may be doing it once a month.   The 

next Singles on Sunday will be on 11th May.  Meet at the Peacock Tearooms at Upton Country Park at 

12.30, have lunch and then sketch in the park.  Anyone can come.  Put it in your diary now. 

                       

  

 

The classes have been doing lots of different subjects this term.  Parkstone Yacht club were given the 

challenge to do a large landscape and add a surreal image to it.  Some wanted the landscape to be 

normal so the surreal parts were painted on different paper and then cut and collaged on top of the 

original painting.  Here are some of the wonderful results.   

 

Penny’s Press 
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After thirty years of teaching it is always a challenge to give new ideas to paint and I realize that you 

may always like to paint a particular subject but look how this idea stretches your imagination and 

creativity.  Perhaps some of you may like to try one at home and see what emerges.  

When we are young there is no problem with picking up a brush of colour and just going for it – as 

you get older you want to do your best and be more realistic.  Let go and be free with your painting 

sometimes.  Here is an example of a painting by my granddaughter, see how she just blobs the 

colour on and the arms and legs are done with a very bold brushstroke.  She is only 4! As Picasso said 

“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up.” 



 

 

In February I held a creative weekend at Holt with some people painting what they wanted and 

others making “creative art”.  Six people did the creative art, first making marks with oil pastels and 

then adding watercolour.  When painting in a group you communicate together by working on other 

people’s work, not worrying about making marks on each other’s paintings but finding images and 

patterns that you like.  It takes a long time but ideas do develop.  You would never be able to just sit 

down and produce a painting like these shown here.  The rest of the class did various images, 

detailed drawings, exquisite birds, bold colourful landscapes. 

 

If you would like to join one or more workshops there is a list on my website of all the dates at Holt 

for 2014.  If you would like a Saturday there is one at Stoborough this weekend 22nd March.  They 

run from 10 – 4 and only cost £25 a day. 

 

 

        

 

 



     

  Limbering up before creating a masterpiece 

 

                                                           



 

  A Fauve type landscape by Susie. 

 

 

 

During the past few months I have been painting more work for galleries. I have sold some paintings 

at Lavish in Westbourne Arcade.  This is a small Art/Coffee shop and they have now also opened a 

small cinema down in the basement where they show a variety of old and 1970’s films.  Pop in and 

have a look. 

I have recently sold some large paintings which were exhibited in Lymington.  A new gallery in 

Oxford – Taurus Gallery - have taken 10 of my paintings to add to their collection. If you are ever in 

Oxford it is worth a visit as they have Desmond Morris’s surreal paintings on display.  You may 

remember him for the book ‘The Naked Ape’.  He had painted all of his life and makes these 

wonderful creatures that may resemble something that he has seen through a microscope - all very 

inventive and creative.  His work is rising in price and, I think, is worth collecting. 



 

Painting courses after Easter 

The forms will be ready soon and on the website.  Classes will the week beginning 5th May – just a 

short 4 week course. In June you can all have a holiday as I am teaching on Brownsea, in Menorca 

and doing some art group demonstrations.  There will also be a course in July for Stoborough, St 

Joseph’s and Lytchett Matravers if there are enough people. The students at the yacht club all go 

sailing – but will be back in September. 

There will be monthly courses at Holt and some days out painting – more details later.  Why not 

start a creative sketchbook for the summer, choose a subject or theme and try to do something in it 

every day.  I can show you one that I did a few years ago. 

Let us hope that the weather will be kind to us now and we can get out in the sunshine and draw 

and paint.  Even if it is a dull day there are so many things you can draw at home, even if it is just a 

mug of coffee (good practice at drawing ellipses – have a go!) 

 

Happy Painting. 

 

Penny. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 


